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Abstract

The literature on automated serials control systems and
related subjects is reviewed and conclusions are drawn on
the issues raised. As much as possible the data reported
in the literature are verified. A selected bibliography
of documents published prior to the (gate of this report
is prepared. In addition to descriptions of the major
serials systems, topics of concern include user studies,
technological developments, emerging national standards
and costs.
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1.1 INTRODUCTION

The Five Associated University Libraries (FAUL) is commissioned
by three out of its five member libraries, namely, Cornell Univ-
ersity, the State University of New York at Buffalo and the Univ-
ersity of Rochester, to design and implement a joint serial control
system in four phases. Phase I is a feasibility study; Phase II
is the system design and Phase III is a pilot implementation of the
system designed in Phase II; Phase IV is the operating system it-
self.

The objective of Phase I is to identify feasible alternative system
configurations and provide a basis for their evaluation so as to
enable the contract libraries to select the most workable configur-
ation for intensive design in Phase II. The alternatives must take
into consideration three major factors: (1) requirements of the con-
tract libraries, (2) implications of state and national standards,
and (3) the state-of-the-art of automated library applications, in
general, and serials control systems, irpparticular.

The SUNY Biomedical Communication Network, located at the Upstate
Medical Center in Syracuse, N.Y., has been contracted to perform
the work defined for Phase I. Mr. Ronald Miller, Coordinator of
Library Systems for PAUL, is the Principal Investigator for Phase I.

The first task defined for the feasibility study is to review the
relevant literature on the subject of automated library serials
control systems. Specifically the major objectives of the task
are:

To identify planned and operating automated library serials
control systems reported in the literature prior to the date
of this report. The major product of this effort is a list
of institutions which have operational or planned serials
control aystems which are the most likely candidates for
further study by the investigating team.

To identify published works on research related to problems
inherent in an on-line serials control system and other rel-
evant background information.

To draw appropriate conclusions on issues raised in the lit-
erature, to note the most common problems met in the design
and implementation of serials control systems, and to report
on the discernible trends in library automation efforts.

It is felt that the objectives of the literature review are broad
enough to be of interest to other libraries embarking on a similar
project. Portions of the report dealing with library automation
in general may be of interest to those who vish to keep up with
current developments and trends. It should be noted, however,
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that the bibliography is selective rather than comprehensive.
The selectivity is based on the criteria defined in the scope of
the literature review (see below). As much as possible, the data
reported in the literature have been verified by contacting the
appropriate personnel. A by-product of the verification process
is a list of libraries with major serials control systems and
related applications including addresses, names of project directors
and their telephone numbers, if available (see page 17). Since the
whole area of library automation is a highly volatile one and since
resources do not permit the first hand verification of all the data,
it would be most helpful if omissions and outdated information are
brought to the attention of the author to permit the updating of
this report for incorporation the Final Report for Phase I of
the FAUL Joint Serials Control Project.

1.2 SCOPE OF THE LITERATURE SEARCH

The degree of use of the computer in automated serials control
systems can range from the production of lists of titles with
holdings and location information, to the total control of serials.
"Total" control implies that the bulk of the titles in the system
are controlled with the aid of the computer. A "total" serials
control system includes the following major applications:

Pre-order verification to determine whether or not a title
is in the system

Ordering, including subscription renewals

Fund accounting

Check-in

Holdings update

iouting of copies

Clalming notification

' Binding notification

Listing

Management statistics

Most of the operational systems fall somewhere between the two
extremes of listing and total control. There is also variation
in the degree of automation within specific applications. For
example, the claiming function can be performed with the aid of
a *printout of expected arrivals; those titles not checked-in be-
ccming candidates for claims. In more sophisticated systems,
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claim notices for a significant portion of the titles are auto-
matically produced. Another variation in the degree of automation
is in the binding application. A system cin issue notices when,
volumes are ready for binding or binding records can be printed
automatically at the completion of a volume or set.

;

In general, serials coutrol and related systems such as monograph,
acquisitions systems which encompass one or.more of the major ap-
plications defined above are pertinent to the subject. However,
for the purpose of inclusion of operational and planned systems
in the list of candidate systems for further study, certain
criteria are defined as a guide to their selection. The criteria
are listed below.

The size of the data base should be in the same order of
magnitude of that of the combined holdings of the partici-
pating libraries (estimated 80,000-1C0,000 titles).

The system should preferably operate on-line for file modi-
fication and display.

Ideally, the system should operate ii a remote access net-
work environment with several institItions sharing a common
data base and having equal and simultaneous access to it.

Prtference is given to a well-documelted and fully opera-
tional systems instead of those systems which are briefly
described or which appear to be closely patterned after a
system which is already known.

ein addition, experimental systems (such as M.I.T.'s Project
INTREX, for instance) using esoteric hardware and software
are excluded from initial consideration.

It should be pointed out that these criteria are defined as guide-
lines to aid In the selection of systems for further study. It is
not expected that these criteria be net fully for a system to
qualify for consideration. There is, in fact, no operational system
reported in the literature which can fully meet all the criteria
defined.

A ch6ok list of the major sources of information is /mother way to
define the scope of the search. The check list also servez as the
basis f.f the organization of the bibliography in Part 2.1 and of
the report on the findings of the search in Section 1.3.

Bibliographies on library automation.

Surveys of automation projects in U.S. and Cans.dian libraries.

State-of-the-art type articles reviewing current developments
up to a specified date.
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General and theoretical discussions on various aspects of
on-line serials control systems.

Studies on how periodical literature and the bibliographic
tools related to it are used by library patrons.

Reports on advances in technology particularly in computer
input microfilm (CIM) and computer output microfilm (COM).

Standards inherent in the National Serials Data File Program,
MARC format for serials, and the Standard Serial Number (SSN3.

Descriptions or reports on the cost of manual and automated
serials control systems or of a specific nrocess, such as
the conversion of printed or written records to machine
readable form.

Descriptions of serials control and related systems which
fall within the scope of the study as defined in the previous
section.

Related research which is considered relevant to the design
of a serials control system by the investigators, contractors,
and consultants to the project.

1.3 FINDINGS OF THE LITERATURE SEARCH

1.31 Bibliographies, surveys and state -of- the -art reviews

A literature search commonly starts with the major indexes on the
subject, in this case, LIBRARY LITERATURE, LIBRARY AND INFORMATION
SCIENCE ABSTRACTS and INFORMATION SCIENCE ABSTRACTS (formerly DOCU-
MENTATION ABSTRACTS). In addition, RESEARCH IN EDUCATION is con-
sulted to locate those works which may not be published in the pro-
fessional journals.

The latter title inc]udes reports generated by *completed and on-
going research projects funded by the U.S. Office of Education and
reports collected by the various Clearinghouses, especially the
Clearinghouse on Library and Information Sciences located at the
headquarters of the American Society for Information Science (AS]S).

Special bibliographies on library automation such as those by
Mason [7], McCune [5] and Speer [13] are also found to be basic
sources, as are the bibliographies published with state-of-the-art
articles appearing in the ANNUAL REVIEW OF INFORMATION SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY. A comprehensive compilation of these references is
Neeland's A BIbLIO0hAPHY ON INFORMATION SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY [8].

Among the published surveys of library automation activities, three
stand out: the LARC survey, the SLA/ALA/LTP survey, and that by Over-
myer.
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The LARC Survey, conducted in late 1969, covers the U.S. and Canada.
Three thousand college, university, government, public and special
libraries were polled with 300 returns [10]. For each institution,
a brief description of the automation activities is given and the
status of each project, i.e., operational or planned, is specified.
The inclusion of the name and title of the coordinator of the auto-
mation activities is a most useful feature of this survey. Sta-
tistics on the survey are compiled by Markuson [6]. The author
points out that while circulation systrnris are the most widely
reported automation projects, the area of most intense activity
appears to be in serials control. It is also observed that the
most common application of serials control systems is the pro-
duction of various types of paper lists, the most popular of which
is serials holdings. Only one on-line serials control system is
reported in the survey -- that of Laval University in Quebec, Canada.

The second major survey is sponsored jointly by the Special Libraries
Association, American Library Association and the Library Technology
Project. This survey is summarized and reviewed by Jackson [2, 3].
It is unfortunate thac, the survey itself has not been made more
readily available.

The third, Overmyer's LIBRARY AUTOMATION: A CRITICAL REVIEW [11],
includes a survey of auttaation activities in U.S. libraries of
various types (except school libraries) and of library networks.
Full descriptions of the 20 most advanced systems are given.

There are other surveys such as the series of surveys on automation
in federal libraries sponsored by the U.S. Office of Education.
It is felt, however, that the ones described above are the most
signific..nt ones for the purposes of this study.

1.32 Related research and background information

Reports on the findings of research related to bibliographic data
systems, in general, and to serials control systems, in particular,
are included in the bibliography primarily for future reference in
the design phase of the project. No attempt is made to review them
here.

As in most attempts at bibliographic classification there are some
works which do not fit into any one category but which do shed some
light on the problem. These works are best characterized as back-
ground information.

Background Information

Overmyer's LIBRARY AUTOMATION: A CRITICAL REVIEW [11], mentioned
earlier as a survey of automation activities in selected libraries,
also covers a wide range of related information including coopera-
tive efforts, implications of automation, personnel, equipment,
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costs, etc. Four factors are i3olated in the review as contribu-
ting to the need for automation in libraries: (1) the increased
volume of printed material, (2) limited resources in the face of
increasing demands, (3) lack of professional and non-professional
manpower, and (4) the changing role of the library and the extension
of services. The author emphasizes the need for the continuing
education of library personnel as an important implication of auto-
mation. She also notes some of the problems inherent in comparing
the cost of manual with automated systems. As already noted, a
section of the report deals with automation activities in library
networks.

Olson [29] offers some interesting suggestions in the handling of
serials. The author proposes that all open entries be handled as
serials and that every title change be looked upon as a closed
entry. The latter suggestion is in line with the Anglo-American
cataloging rules which deal with the handling of title changes of
serials. Note, however, that the Library of Congress, as well as
other librariesihas decided to continue the practice of recataloging
title changes under the current title with cross references from
previous titles. The variations in practice of the choice of main
entry, handling of title changes, and definition of serials are
questions basic to any serials control system. These variations
become even more significant if the system is to meet the require-
ments of more than one library.

Of particular interest to PAUL, and to other library groups who
are attempting joint systems design and implementation, are the
experiences of the participants of the Collaborative Library
Systems Development Project (CLSD), namely, Columbia University,
Stanford University and the University of Chicago. In a paper
presented at CLSD Conference, November 9-10, ].970, in New York
City, Fasana [20] summarized the problems which were met In attempt-
ing to produce compatible systems design. He classified these
problems into four categories: logistical, technical, personnel,
and administrative. Because of the physical distance between the
participating libraries, the scheduling of meetings of personnel
who carry heavy work loads is a major logistical exercise. In the
area of technical problems, the major ones are terminology, docu-
mentation, systems design considerations, and individual project
schedules. Differences in procedures sometimes cannot be resolved
because of restrictions beyond the library's control, such as fiscal
accounting. Hardware incompatibility also limits the area of com-
monality. The conclusion arrived at is that "it is technically
infeasible at this point to attempt to develop compatible library
programs. At best, what can be achieved is agreement and some
degree of compatibility on a system design level."

It should be pointed out, however, that the CLSD Project has neither
a central staff and facility nor a mandate to develop one system for
more than one library. Other collaborative efforts such as the Iowa
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State University Libraries, the Universities of Metropolitan Wash-
ington have started cooperative projects which will test the validity
of the conclusion drawn from the CLSD experience.

McAllister [27] discusses the difference between the cataloging
and display of bibliographic information in an on-line catalog and
a card or printed catalog. The author suggests that in order to
take advantage of the capabilities of an on-line catalog certain
traditional ideas about cataloging and the display of bibliographic
data would have to be abandoned. In a card catalog, the main entry
or unit card is the repository of the complete bibliographic infor-
mation. This concept provides an efficient mechanism for main-
taining a card file. In an on-line catalog and some printed cata-
logs, all access points are linked to the master bibliographic
record without the repetition of data. The elimination of main
entries in the traditional sense of the word not only speeds up
cataloging, but also makes the system more user-oriented. As a
further service to the user, the on-line catalog can display the
various forms of the access points in a manner similar to a KWIC
index. The author makes the further point of noting that on-line
catalog should combine the scanning and display facilities of a
traditional catalog with the searching capabilities of a computer.

A characteristic of library machine systems is the large data base
required. In almost every case study of a library system the
problems and cost of record conversion are mentioned. Theoret-
ically, the bibliographic record for a title should be keyboarded
only once and then distributed in machine readable form. The MARC
tapes from the Library of Congress are supposed to do this. It is
found, however, that a standard format does not guarantee standard
data which is accepted by the users. The experience of the Univer-
sity of Colorado in its attempt to use the serials data base of the
University of Illinois reveals the problems encountered in using
existing data bases [19]. The conclusion of the experiment is that
it is less costly and time consuming to build a data base from
scratch.

Other subjects of background interest, such as the King report on
automation and the Library of Congress [24], are included in the
Bibliography in Part 2.1.

User Studies

Librarians, in introspective moments, have criticized the library
profession for not being able to adapt to the changing environment
and for creating a system which is largely incomprehensible to users.
Enough is not known about user needs and what is know is seldom im-
plemented. Automation of library processes requires a closer look
at how the library patron uses bibliographic tools.
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Periodical literature is controlled by two major types of biblio-
graphic tools: those generated by the library, such as card cata-
logs, book catalogs, and serials lists, and indexes, prepared by
indexing and abstracting services such as Chemical Abstracts, Index
Medicus, etc. The main difference between the two types of biblio-
graphic tools is the bibliographic unit controlled by each. In
library-generated tools, the unit is the periodical title; in
indexes, the unit is the article, paper or report contained in a
periodical.

The distinction between the two types of bibliographic tools has
important implications which should be considered, the more so if
automation of serials control is contemplated. The necessity for
full bibliographic description of periodicals should be examined.
The Lipetz [38] study on the use of the card catalog at the Yale
University Library indicates that only 5% of the users approach
the card catalog to do bibliographic searches (defined as using
the information on the catalog card without any intention of
locating or borrowing the document); 73% are document or known
item searches; 16% are subject searches and 6% are author searches.
These figures apply to the use of the card catalog regardless of
the form of material sought, i.e., monographs, serials, or maps.
The ratio between use of the card catalog for monographs and for
periodicals is 8 to 1.

Peterson [39] reports specifically on the use of periodical liter-
ature at the University of Michigan. His findings indicate that
50% of the users had precise references before coming to the library;
of the remaining half, 65% indentified precise references through
indexes and abstracts before approaching the card catalog.

The conclusion which can be derived from the above studies is that
a significant majority of users approach periodical literature with
a specific reference to a document contained in a periodical. The
card catalog or serials list, etc., is used to determine the owner-
ship of the periodical title, the availability of the specific
volume and issue, and its location. The conclusion raises serious
questions about the value of a broad subject approach to periodical
titles as provided in the card catalog and also suggests that
classifying periodicals has limited advantages. Theoretically,
shelving by call number permits the user to browse. The nature of
periodicals requires broad classification, however, and changes in
subject coverage as well as in classification schemes reduces the
accuracy of subject arrangement on the shelves. In addition, bound
volumes of periodicals may be in closed stacks in which case the
browsing advantage is not used. Even with the assumption of brows-
ing utility to the user, studies indicate that the user is primarily
concerned with the physical address of a specific volume and issue
of a periodical, and that the information he brings with him to the
card catalog or shelves is the title of the periodical as cited in
a reference, a footnote, a bibliography, or an index.
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Another important conclusion arrived at in the Lipetz [38] study
is that the card catalog can be made more useful by making it more
comprehensible to the user and by making its expansion more timely,
i.e., providing access to current materials more quickly, as opposed
to providing more access points to the materials. Based on what is
known about user habits vis-a-vis periodical literature, regardless
of whether or not a library plans to automate its control, but more
so if such plans exist, library administrators and librarians in
general need to evaluate traditional practices in the bibliographic
control of serials. The roles of the two major types of biblio-
graphic tools should be examined for ways in which their services
may complement each other. Factors such as the increase in publi-
cation rate, and cost of materials and processing, concurrent with
decreasing budgets and increasing user population, require that the
library address its efforts to those services which are in greatest
demand. The present practice of cataloging periodicals may become
a luxury few can afford.

Technology

This section on technology does not aim to be a comprehensive state-
of-the-art report on the applications of technological developments
to libraries. There are many publications dealing with aspects of
this subject, some of which are listed in the bibliography. The
main concern here is on the blend of microfilm and computer tech-
nologies. Libraries, with their large files, require inexpensive
input and output methods and mass storage. In view of this require-
ment, the most promising developments are computer output microfilm
(COM), computer input microfilm (CIM) and computer controlled re-
trieval (CCR).

The Avedon [42] survey of the COM field estimates that 1,000 COM
units are presently in use mostly in the business scientific and
graphic arts applications. Library systems, especially those
operating in the batch mode and therefore requiring frequent and
long listings, are looking at COM to reduce printing costs. CIM,
although less advanced than COM, has potentially a greater impact
on lowering costs. CIM converts convential alphanumerics and
graphics stored on microfilm to machine language. The Teplitz [52]
article provides a descriptive summary of the major CIM hardware.

CCR systems combine microform's storage and computer access. The
Micro Interactive Retriev11 System features a video terminal display
and microfiche storage. Another variation is the DST microsearch
terminal which uses 35mm film cassettes. The computer responds to
a keyboarded request by identifying the cassette and page number
containing the information sought and displays the page after the
cassette is mounted. Other systems are described in the Teplitz
[52] article. The basic concept underlying CCR systems is to have
the computer do what it does best -- that is, locate information
and have the information stored outside the computer.
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1.33 Standards for serials

The most notable recent development in the progress toward nalional
standards for serials is the publication of the MARC format for
serials [58]. Of significance, toot are the codes used for langu-
ages and publishers which were also developed by the Inlormation
Systems Office of the Library of Congress.

Adams' paper [54] on the progress toward a national aerials data
system looks at computer application to serials control from the
point of view of identifying and locating serial titles. He observes
the trend from individual library applications to statewide and
regional networks and Finally to the beginnings of a national
system. Adams also describes three developing systems handling
science and technology data bases. The first system, Chemical
Abstracts Service's ACCESS (now known as CHEMICAL ABSTRACTS SERVICE
SOURCE INDEX), operates on a machine-readable data of approximately
40,000 entries, 9,000 of which aro cross references and J5,000 are
currently published serials. There are 1,700 subscribers to the
hard copy version of ACCESS and 1,400 subscribers to the up-date
service. At the moment, there are no subscribers to the ACCESS
tapes but a software house in Philadelphia, 3i Company/Information
Interscience, Inc.)is presumably building software around this data
base to sell as a tandem service to subscribers of the ACCESS tapes.

The second system was developed by the Medical Library Center or
New York and is called the Union Catalog of Medical Periodicals
(UCMP). The UCMP has a data base of 33,000 titles in medical and
related subject areas. The UCMP software and data base have been
widely used by other libraries to produce their own listings. Both
of these systems manipulate a relatively small number of biblio-
graphic data elements, are limited to a relatively narrow subject
scope, and, at present, are used exclusively to produce lists.

The third national system of promise is the National Serials Data
File Program undertaken by the three national libraries. The inajor
goal of the program is to develop "a national data bank of machine
readable information on all serial publications" [59]. The first
phase of the project has been completed and has resulted in the
publication of the preliminary edition of the MARC format for
serials. Two major activities are in progress as part of the
Phase II. The first, is a pilot project to convert the UNION LIST
OF SCIENTIFIC SERIALS IN CANADIAN LIBRARIES to MARC format. The
Association of Research Libraries has been contracted to provide
project leadership and staff for this effort. The second is the
development of the Standard Serial Number (SSN).

There is unanimous agreement that unique and standard identification
of serial publications is necessary for their control. The lack of
a standard identification is felt more acutely in view of the trend
towards the use of computers in the control of serials. The criteria



which must be met by such a standard identification number have
been defined [55]. It is recommended that, once developed, the
Library of Congress should have the continuing Pesponsibility of
maintaining the code.

As an initial step in the development of a standard serial number,
existing coding schemes were reviewed. Special attention was given
to CODEN, developed by ASTM for technical periodicals, as a candi-
date standard. It was determined that the CODEN as presently admin-
istered cannot cope adequately with the number of titles that a
standard code must provide fo7:. The need for providing conversion
from existing codes to the Standard Serial Number is recognized,
however.

1.34 Cost

Considerations common to all feasibility studies of any new system
are both the costs of developing and the costs of operating the new
system, and how these amounts compare with the cost of maintaining
or tuning-up an existing system. The general consensus is that
precious little information on this important area is reported in
the literature; it is not only inadequate but is often confusing
and contradictory. There are several reasons for this state of
affairs. First, there are many variables affecting cost figures
and a unique set of variables.may apply to each institu'Aon. For
example, for large scale conversion from manual to machine readable
records, figures range from $.27 per record at the Washington Univer-
sity School of Medicine Library to $1.57 at the Library of Congress
RECON Project [80].

Another reason is the lack of clear distinction between develop-
mental and operating costs. Defining developmental costs as "non-
recurring" and operating costs as "the day to-day costs to maintain
the system" does not throw any light on how to consider the costs
for upgrading an operational system. A brief acquaintance with the
development of library automated systems reveals that changes made
to operational systems are the rule rather than the exception.
Since most libraries do not own their own computers, equipment
change which requires reprogramming frequently occurs. Expansion
in the number of applications of the system after an initial design
is implemented is another reason for continual modification.

Compal'ing the cost of manual systems with the cost of automated
systems is a difficult task at best. In a manual system, a product
or a process can be isolated to allow the calculation of a unit
cost. In an automated system, a single product (such as a machine-
readable data base) can have many by-products, some of which may be
unknown initially. Unit cost comparisons can therefore be mislead-
ing unless the method of costing is described. Comparison of the
total cost of one system with the total cost of andbher system
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performing the same functions or producing the same products does
not necessarily give a true picture either. Intangible factors,
such as improvement of service to users and increased efficiency
in the use of professional staff, are difficult to translate to
exact dollar figures.

This is not to say that cost reporting is a futile exercise for,
as long as libraries have to compete with other agencies; and organ-
izational units for funds, a proposed system must be proven not
only economically feasible but economically necessary, if the library
is to continue meeting increased demands and improving the quality
of service to the users.

1.35 Serials control and related systems

To describe each serial control and related system falling within
the scope of the study would be, at best, to extract from the more
comprehensive surveys mentioned earlier. To meet the specific
objective of identifying those institutions which are the most
likely candidates for further investigations, the findings of the
literature search are presented and compared by means of a two-
dimensional matrix of institutions and the serials control and
related system applications within those institutions [Table I].

The selection of the institutions included in the matrix is based
on the criteria defined earlier in Section 1.2. In addition,
preference is given to those institutions with a planned or opera-
tional serials control system in addition to a book acquisition
system, as well as to those with announced plans to change from a
batch to an on-line system. Each application is broken down into
the smallest identifiable module. Only those modules stated in the
published source are checked off for each institution. Insofar as
it can be discerned from available descriptions in the literature,
operational modules are distinguished from planned modules by the
symbols "0" and "P".

Immediately following Table I is 4 list of the institutions included
in the Table with addresses, and names of persons to contact with
their telephone numbers, if available.
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List of Institutions and Contacts

California State Library Processing Center
P. O. Box 2037
Sacramento, California 95801
Hildur Howe, Supervisor

Cleveland State University Libraries
East 24th and Euclid Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio 44115
Raymond B. Collins, Assistant Director
Libraries for Systems and Technical Services
(216) 771-0250

Columbia University
Butler Library
New York, New York 10027
Paul Fasana, Assistant Director, Systems
(212) 280-2269

Faxon Co., Inc.
15 Southwest Park
Westwood, Mass. 02090
Frank Ciasquin, Vice President
(617) 329-3350

Franklin Square Subscription Agency
Cedar Lane
Teaneck, New Jersey
Carl Reiman, Vice President
Data Processing

Harvard College Library
Cambridge, Mass. 02138
Colin McKirdy
Data Processing
(617) 495-3724

Iowa State University Library
Ames, Iowa 50010
Charles Sage, Coudina.ior
Automated Library Services
(515) 294-2172

Keio University
Kitasato Memorial Nedica 1 Library
Tokyo, Japan
K. Urata

Kent State University Libraries
Kent, Ohio 44240
H. Duncan Wall, Assistant Director
Planning and Development
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Laval University
Library Analysis and Automation
Quebec 10E, Canada
Rosario de Varennes, Director

Library of Congress
Information Systems Office
Washington, D. C.

Sally Montoya, Automation of the Order Division
Herbert Peress, Central Bibliographic System
Elaine Woods, Standard Serial Number, MARC Format for Serials
(202) 426-5000

Massachusetts Institute of Technology Library
Cambridge, Mass. 02139
Joseph Dagnese, Assistant Director

New York Public Library
20 West 53rd Street
New York, New York 10036
Tom Parr, Director
Systems Analysis and Data Processing Dept.
(212) 790-6319

New York State Library
Albany, New York 12224
Mary Jane Reed, Head
Computer Applications Section
(518) 474-2847

Northwestern University Library
Technological Institute
Evanston, Illinois 60201
Joseph Paulukonis, Acting Librarian
(312) 492-3361

Ohio College Library Center
1314 Kinnear Road
Columbia, Ohio 43212
Frederick G. Kilgour, Director
(614) 422-8509

Oregon State University Library
Corvallis, Oregon 75331
Bradny K. Waldron, Head

Purdue University
Lafayette, Indiana 47907
Donald P. Hammer, Head
Library Systems Development
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San Francisco Public Library
Civic Center
San Francisco, California 94102
Linda F. Crismond, EDP Coordinator

Stanforc University Libraries
Stanford, California 94305
Allen Veaner, Assistant Director
Bibliographic Operations

University of California, Los Angeles
Biomedical Library
Los Angeles, California 90024
James Fayollat

University of California,
San Diego Library
La Jolla, California 92037
Don L. Bosseau, Director
Library Systems Development
(714) 453-1963

University of Chicago Library
Chicago, Illinois 60637
Charles Payne
System Development Librarian

University of Guelph Libraries
Ontario, Canada
Margaret Beckman
Systems Librarian
(519) 824-4120

University of Minnesota
Biomedical Library
r,iehl Hall
Minneapolis, Minn. 55455
Audrey Grosch, Technical Director
Systems Division
(612) 373-2851 ext. 4533

University of Texas, Galveston
Biomedical Library
P. O. Box 253
Galveston, 7e7.as 77550
(713) 765-1011

Washington State Library
Olympia, Washington 98501
Josephine S. Pulsifer, Chief
Technical Services and Development
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Washington University School of Medicine Library
4580 Scott Avenue
St. Louis, Missouri 63110
Glyn Evans, Research Assistant
Machine Methods
(314) 367-6400 ext. 453
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Among the systems identified as meeting the criteria for this
study, two major systems can be described as on-line serials
control systems with on-line retrieval and file update capabilities.
These are, Laval University and UCLA Biomedical Library, which
share some similar characteristics: both are developed from earlier
batch systems and both use cathode ray tube (CRT) terminals. Neither
system as yet has the capability of automatically initiating claim
notices based on the expected receipt date of issues.

The Laval University System has been operational since June 1968
[90, 91, 92]. The present system, operating with an IBM 360/50,
provides control of serials holdings of nine campus libraries with
a total of 16,000 titles in the data base. A major drawback of the
system is the limitation of access by the system control number, a
feature which requires a manual look-up. This limitation requires
that check-in be performed manually. The data is recorded on input
sheets which are batched and entered on IBM 2260 CRT terminals.
Initial attempts to overcome this limitation were made by applying
IBM's Document Processing System to search a sample file consisting
of 100 records. The conclusion arrived at was that interactive
searching of the total file is too expensive at this time. An
interesting feature of the Laval system is the update procedure in
which changes to the file are accumulated in a temporary working
area on disk. Accessing a record in the Master File with a modi-
fication temporarily stored in the buffer calls up both the master
record and the modification as though it were one record. The
Master File is updated at regular intervals.

The second on-line serials control system is being developed at
the UCLA Biomedical Library on a grant from the National Library
of Medicine [95, 96]. The system is capable of displaying holdings
and other information on 12,000 serial titles through IBM 2260 CRT
terminals. Access is by title, language and count:Tv of publication.
Claiming is based on claiming history and a comparison of frequency
of publication with the date of receipt of past issues. The auto-
matic production of claim and binding notices are planned.

Of the remaining institutions, Northwestern University in Evanston,
Illinois is currently engaged in on-line conversion of 15,000 serial
titles which would serve as the data base fer a comprehensive serials
control system which will operate in the on-line mode for retrieval
and file update. A search code based on the main entry and title
will be used to enter the file. It is expected that the check-in
function will be implemented first.

The University of Texas Biomedical Library in Galveston takes the
total system approach. Serials control is a module in the total
system which will operate on-nne. There are approximately 4,000
serial titles In the collection, 3,000 of which are Currently
received. The UCMP data base will he used to build the serials
system data base.
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Activities in other UC campuses, in addition to the UCLA Biomedical
Library, are of note. The San Diego campus has one of the first
serials control systems in a university library and its system is
widely copied (85, 86]. The current system, with a data base of
24,000 titles, operates batch node with card input and tape storage.
Outputs include a university-wide holdings list published monthly
and supplemented by a daily arr.ivals list which is cumulated weekly.
Check-in is performed on a list of expected arrivals. Prepunched
cards are pulled from the transaction file according to the titles
checked in on the list. The cards are then used to update the
master file. Titles not checked in are considered as potential
claims. Titles which are ready for binding are listed separately.
Acquisitions and accounting functions are not incorporated into
the system but will be part of the planned acquisitions system.

The San Diego system has undergone extensive modifications, due to
increased file size and activity as well as equipment changes.
These modifications are described in Bosseau's papers (85, 86].
Plans include the provision of decentralized check-in by providing
tailored check-in lists to branch libraries. This plan will allow
materials to reach the users sooner, with the retention of central-
ized record keeping. The check-in list will use full titles rather
than mnemonic titles since, it waa discovered, that the use of
mnenomic titles created learning problems for new staff members.
The idea of eliminating cards for the check-in operation by uti-
lizing machine readable score sheets through mark sensing or other
methods is being investigated.

The University of Minnesota Biomedical Library has a system similar
to the one at San Diego (98, 99]. Accounting and ordering procedures
are incorporated into their acquisition system. There are 8,100
titles in the data base; 2,100 of which are active.

The PHILSOM system at the Washington University School of Medicine
Library has the same basic features as the San Diego and Minnesota
systems with on3 major difference: check-in is performed with pre-
punched arrival cards rather than on arrival lists (94]. In ad-
dition to serving the university library, the PHILSOM system is
capable of processing serials for other libraries by providing pre-
punched arrival cards, claims, binding and subject listings, as
well as holdings lists.

A significant recent development involving the UC campuses is the
establishment of the Library Systems Development, (LSD) Program.
The objective of this organization is to develop a single system
design and software for similar computer configurations now located
on the various campuses. Funds are being sought to support this
effort.
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Any automation development at the Library of Congress is significant
in view of the Library's national role. The MARC format for mono-
graphs and, more recently, for serials and maps is a significant
milestone in the development of national standards. The distribu-
tion of MARC tapes have resulted in a number of applications --
selective dissemination of information, production of catalog cards,
and acquisitions. Also underway is the RECON Project to convert
manual records to machine readable records. For the Library's
internal functions, the Central Bibliographic system (CBS) takes
a total approach to library automation. In terms of LC operations,
the central babliographic apparatus services new material acquisi-
tion, cataloging, reference, material status and location, and
bibliographic product preparation, i.e., book catalogs. In terms
of types of materials, it covers monographs, serials, and maps [133].

Of the four tasks of LC's design of the Central Bibliographic
System, the first three resulted in a functional description of
the System. Task IV includes the determination of the desig6 para-
meters, logical and physical file design and operating systems
evaluation.

On the state level, recent developments include the operation of a
batch oriented serials control system at the New York State Library
encompassing basic applications [103]. The sys tem provides the
capability of claiming non-receipt of issues, dctecting subscription
expirations, scheduling binding procedures, printing various lists,
and generating statistical reports. The State Library plans to use
its system as a nucleus for a future statewide automation effort.
A study to determine the feasibility of remote access catalog is
currently underway at the State Library.

The Serials Record Control System at the Kitasato Memorial Medical
Library of Kelo University in Japan deserves special mention [106).
It is a batch oriented system operating with 4,500 titles in the
data base and claims to be the first system with the capability of
issuing claim notices automatically. The description of the system
does not provide deta.ls on the claiming procedure.

Among the largest libraries and library networks with plans to
develop a serials control system are Harvard University, New York
Public Library, Columbia University, the California State Library
Processing Center, and the Ohio College Library Center.

Since acquisitions is a nodule In a lomprehensive serials control
system, the major developing and operational acquisitions systems
are of interest. In addition to the collaborative efforts of Stan-
ford, Columbia and the University of Chicago, Washington State Uni-
versity's LOLA Library On-Line Acquisitions sy3tem [109] and a
similar system called LOLITA at Oregon State University [128], and
that of the University of Massachusetts [118) are of note.
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Stanford University has two complementary projects: SPIRES --
Stanford Public Information Retrieval System, and BALLOTS --
Bibliographic Automation of Large Libraries using a Time Sharing
System [125, 136]. BALLOTS I is a prototype technical processing
system with capabilities for searching, ordering, receiving, ac-
counting, and printing various lists. Access to the inprocess file
is on-line through IBM 2741 terminals. The prototype system lays
the groundwork for creating a production library processing system
for a large research library -- BALLOTS II [130].

BALLOTS I was evaluated prior to initiating BALLOTS II. Among the
conclusions reached was that the provision of on-line file search-
ing was not only feasible but necessary to provide maximum benefit
from machine maintained files. It was further concluded that ef-
fective utilization required high speed graphic terminals for file
display. A survey of existing terminal devices revealed no rea-
sonably priced devices capable of meeting the projectts require-
ments. Following the example of MIT's Project INTREX, the Stanford
Computational Center is studying the possibility of using standard
components to assemble its own display terminal.

Although library networks per se is not a topic of 'this report,
special mention has to be made of those library networks which
engage in automation projects in general and have specific plans
for a serials control system. Such a system, se.:.,virg multiple
libraries, comes closest to the FAUL concept.

In almost every case, the first project of library networks is a
technical processing center supplying catalog cards End related
products to its participating members. Typical examples include
the New England Library Network (NELINET), the Ohio College Library
Center (OCLC), the California State Library Processing Center, the
Universities of Metropolitan Washington and IBK's System Development
Division Library in Poughkeepsie. OCLC's plans include a shared
cataloging system, information retrieval and a serials control
system [120]. The Universities of Metropolitan Washington has
published a feasibility study recommending a central computer
facility. The System Development Division of IBM has a network
of seven libraries linked by 2741 terminals with the capabilities
for text editing, circulation control, and the ordering ani routing
of titles. At present, the major function of the IBM network is 1
the acquitAtion and processing of monographs through its Library
Processing Center. It is claimed that cot savings have increased
as more members are linked to the network but it is not clear if
line charges are included in the cost figures [106].

The California State Library Processing Center has recently pub-
lished a five-volume report describing the system specifications
for a batch oriented serials control system designed to serve
multiple libraries [97]. ThE system assists in ordering, sul-
scription renewal, expected arrivals, claiming, binding, and
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holdings inventory. An interesting feature of the system is the
provision for optional services and the method of assessing costs
based on actual services performed. In addition to optional service:;,
provision is also made for receiving and printing variations in ter-
minology of data elements and their order of presentation. This
feature is important in the design of a centralized serials control
system, since, in addition to the problems inherent in serials
control, a centralized system has to meet the varying requirements
of participating libraries.

In planning for a serials control system, the interface with com-
mercial jobbers acting as agents in the dealings of librariL.: w1th
publishers, especially those who have machine systems, is ah !m-
portant consideration. Two such jobber:, Faxon Co., Inc. and
Franklin Square Subscription Agency, are included In Table 1.

This interface is accomplished in at least one case, that of the
University of Guelph in Canada, where the acquisition system use
a VIATRUN terminal to collect the data for the jobber's machine
system. This system has enabled the Library to substantially
reduce its acquisitions staff but requires a commitment to the
services of the jobber on the part of the library. The system:: at
Faxon and Franklin Square are designed primarily to improve the
efficiency and accuracy of internal operations. However, the
possibilities of linking a Jobber's and a library's machine systems
exist and require further investigation on both sides.

The Faxon and Franklin Square systems are basically the same: both
use IBM 360/10's and 2260 CRT terminals. The major difference is
that all file updates at Franklin Square are done online. The
Faxon title file is accessed by a local control number uniqur to
each title, or by full title. At Franklin Square there is an
elaborate query system which permits entrance to the file by an
eight-character mnemonic code based on the title, or by full title.
The following operational features are common to both systemo:

On-line retrieval of customer accounts.

On-line retrieval of publisher's records -- names, addresses,
titles published and subscription rates.

Automatic production of invoices tailored to customer require-
ments.

Automatic billing to customers.

Accounting including the production of cheeks In payment to
publishers.
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1.4 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Task I was described earlier as essentially a literature search.
It has turned out to be more than that. It is perhaps better
characterized as an information search which tapped the traditional
sources of information -- verbal conversations, correspondence,
and published and unpublished works. Starting with the published
literature, selected leads were followed up by direct correspondence
or conversations, culminating in even more selected site visits.
This type of information gathering is a process which continued
throughout Phase I.

It becomes quite apparent that a literature search has limited
value except as a starting point. It should also be noted that
the time lag between writing and publishing a report often leads
to inaccuracies especially where projections and plans are con-
cerned. In order to portray an accurate picture of the feasible
alternatives, more current and detailed information is required
than is available in the literature. Site visits provide first
hand information but they are expensive and time consuming from
the point of view cf both the visitor and the visited. There is
a real need to exchange views and information on a current basis,
and it is hoped that this report partially fulfills this need.

The following ccncIusions are drawn from the literature:

1. There is a growing body of opinion, although not supported
by quantitative data, that the traditional procedures in
libraries are increasingly unable to maintain the same
level of service in the face of increasing user demands
and growing collections, and that automation in libraries
will become an economic necessity rather than a luxury.
The major arguments for automation are:

The increased volume of printed materials.

Limited resources In the faca of increasing
demands.

Shortage of manpower and the increase of personnel
costs.

Extension of library services.

Vale trend of technology toward more efficient and
lower-priced machines, and lo.q-cost, mass storage
devices.
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2. The problems most often reported in the literature with
regard to automation in libraries in general are:

The lack of qualified personnel.

The need to educate the library staff in the use
of new devices.

The need for continuous mo'dification of an opera-
ational system due to equipment changes, increased
file size and activity, and expanded applications.

The lack of program documentation.

The underestimation of the resources required to
put manual files in order and to convert them to
machine-readable form.

The high cost of designing, implementing, and
operating an automated system.

The inability of present systems to handle non
Roman characters (except in Computer Output Micro-
film units).

The lack of standardization and the resulting
duplication of effort. Ideally, bibliographic
data should be converted to machine readable form
only once and then distributed to users. But data
bases available in machine readable form from sources
such as Faxon, Franklin Square, the Institute of
Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE), and
Chemical Abstracts Service, and from libraries such
as Stanford, the Medical Library Center of New York
and others with converted shelf lists, find little
or no use outside of the institutions which produce
them (with the possible exception of the Medical
Library of New York's UCYT). The Library of Congress
MARC format is internationally accepted, but few
systems use the MARC data without changing it. Often,
local requirements and policies are the stumbling
blocks to the acceptance of a data base which has
been built by others.

3. In view of the high cost of automation and in recognition
of the fact that human and financial resources are limited,
the following trends are discernible:
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Collaborative systems design as exemplified by the
Stanford-Columbia-Chicago group.

Library networks with a central computer facility
and systems staff. The Ohio College Library Center
and the Universities of Metropolitan Washington are
going in this direction.

Standardization. The ultimate solution for elimin-
ating duplication of effort is to have a single
system design and software package for a group of
libraries using the same type of hardware. The
Library Systems Development Program, a newly formed
organization comprising the University of California
libraries, takes this approach.

4. The findings of studies made on how users approach period-
ical literature indicate that, in 85% of the cases, users
have a specific reference in mind. The immediate con-
clusion is that local bibliographic tools such as the card
catalog have the primary function of supplying location
and holdings information. If this is accepted as true,
the cost benefit of full cataloging, including subject
assignment and classification, is questionable. Increas-
ing costs and decreasing budgets will force libraries to
examine the role of local bibliographic tools and their
relationship with indexing and abstracting services.

5. Surveys of automation activities in libraries reveal that
an area of intense effort is the control of serials.
Listed below are the primary reasons mentioned for the
selection of serials control as the automation project:

Serials are the most important library materials
in the scientific fields and their control is es-
sential.

The cost of acquiring and processing serials is
high and is increasing.

The control of serials is a significant and complex
problem in most manual systems and requires a large
clerical staff experienced in dealing with problems
unique to serials. A large clerical staff usaally
has high turnover rates with a concomittant require-
ment for training.

The public access to serial holdings is limited
even when manual files are duplicated.
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Because of the size and number of files used for
serials control and the number of clerical pro-
cedures involved, the computer and other techno-
logical devices, such as microform and videographic
techniques, can be used to advantage.

Serials control is a relatively easy process to
isolate and can be implemented with minimum dis-
ruption of the other functions of the library.

6. The most common reasons given for not selecting serials
control as an area for automation are:

Serial control is a complicated system requiring
a significant investment. Experience with auto-
mation should first be gained with relatively
simpler systems.

Developments in the naticnal and state levels
justify the delay of plphs for developing inde-
pendent systems.

Regional networks are. developing systems to serve
their members.

Computer-assisted c(mtrol of serials, especially
for claiming and binding, requires that many vari-
ables be identifieu and incorporated into the logic
of the programs.

7. Traditionally, computers are used by libraries to produce
and maintain lists. The development of automation of
serials control is in line with tradition. Most serials
systems are still in this stage of automation. Within
tnt last ten years, serials control systems have been
designed with varying degrees of comprehensiveness and
sophistication. With few exceptions, these systems are
best characterized as computer-assisted rather than auto-
mated serials control systems. The prevailing operating
mode is batch rather than on-line. The two present-day
operational on-line systems have evolved from earlier
batch systems.

8. In addition to the problems inherent in library auto-
mation project3 in general, there are difficulties
peculiar to the automation of serial control. The
experience' of the Purdue University Library with its
serials control system indicates that attempting to pre-
dict too closely for check-in, claiming or binding oper-
ations causes the system to fail. On the other hand,
lenient prediction results in a large number of expected
titles in batch oriented systems, tardy and inef:ective
claims, and late binding.
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A characteristic of serials control systems is the require-
ment for frequent file update to indicate holdings. Serial
titles and main entries are less stable than monographic
entries as a whole, requiring more frequent record modi-
fication. The high rate of update transactions and the
duplication of files make on-line centralized record
keeping attractive.

9. The concept of having a common data base containing the
holdings of more than one library is the differentiating
feature of a centralized serials control system. Its
major advantage is to minimize duplication of files with-
out sacrificing access and allow the materials to take
the shortest route from the source to the user. It also
permits a library to automate its serials control without
carrying the burden of the entire developmental cost. On
the other hand, it requires that the participating libraries
be able to agree on the basic operating characteristics of
the system. A centralized serials control system should be
flexible enough to provide non-standard products and
services required by its users.

10. The most comon problem voiced by those responsible for
operating library systems is the lack of control over
computer services. On the other hand, few libraries can
Justify a dedicatea computer. A possible solution In a
central computer facility which serves more than one
library. Crucial to the success of this approach is a
commitment on the part of member libraries which extends
beyond financial. support.
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